Fatigue of cracked high-performance fiber reinforced concrete subjected to bending

Abstract

High performance fiber reinforced concrete (HPFRC) is recognized as suitable material for structural applications. The number of national codes and the current fib Model Code (2010) that have approved it is an evidence. Structures where HPFRC is generally used can be subjected to fatigue loads and these are expected to resist millions of cycles during their service life. Cyclic loads affect significantly the characteristics of materials and can cause fatigue failures. In addition, the most demanded cross-sections of these structures being cracked under tensile stresses due to direct loads or imposed deformations. Commonly, publications report the fatigue behavior of concrete under compression, just a few take into consideration the flexural tensile response. Yet, these reports are valid for uncracked sections and rarely give recommendations for post-cracking fatigue response. Imprecision in fatigue prescriptions and design uncertainties are reflected either through the formulation of models that contemplate a probabilistic approach, or the introduction of high safety coefficients within construction codes. The aim of the present research is to perform a structural design oriented analysis on the behavior of pre-cracked HPFRC sections subjected to flexural fatigue loads. Seven different load levels were applied at constant amplitude by means of three-point bending tests, considering an initial crack width accepted in the service limit state. Results showed that the monotonic load-crack opening displacement curve might be used as a deformation failure criterion for HPFRC under flexural fatigue loading. The conducted probabilistic approach allows predicting the fatigue strength of HPFRC cracked sections.
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1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) and high performance fiber reinforced concrete (HPFRC) are recognized as suitable materials for structural applications such as tunnel linings [1], pavements [2], highway or bridge decks overlays [3], [4], wind energy towers [5], [6], offshore structures [7], [8] seismic resistant structures [9], [10] and for the repair of old structures and infrastructure facilities [11]. These structures can be subjected to cyclic loads and these are expected to resist millions of cycles during their service life. The most demanded cross-sections of these structures being cracked under tensile stresses due direct loads or imposed deformations (e.g., thermal-hygrometric induced stresses, differential settlements).

Cyclic loads affect significantly the characteristics of materials (strength, stiffness, toughness, durability, etc.) even under service loads [12], [13] and could lead to fatigue failures. Recommendations, technical reports and guidelines on fatigue in (ultra) high performance concrete are available, such as the State-of-art report from the American Federal Highway Administration [14], the Japan Recommendations for Design and Construction of High Performance Fiber Reinforced Cement Composites [15], the fib Model Code 2010 [16], which covers concrete up to 120 MPa, the DNV GL standard [17], the French standards [18], [19], and the draft of the German guideline [20]. Most of these publications report the fatigue behavior of concrete under compression, just a few take into consideration the flexural tensile response. Nevertheless, those reports dealing with flexural tensile fatigue are valid for uncracked sections while only a few give recommendations for post-cracking fatigue response.

Traditionally, the fatigue of FRC has been analyzed through S-N curves, which correlate the applied fatigue load and the fatigue life, this allowing to predict its fatigue performance. Numerous researches have been conducted to investigate the influence of different fatigue parameters such as stress level, stress ratio, loading frequency, and material properties, but just
a few have done fatigue tests on pre-cracked concrete specimens. Table 1 shows the investigations in fatigue with steel fiber reinforced concrete.

Table 1 – Investigation in fatigue with steel fiber reinforced concrete

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Fatigue evaluation approach</th>
<th>Pre-cracked cross section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[21]-[23]</td>
<td>Compression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]-[27]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12], [13], [28]-[38]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9], [39]-[41]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surrounding conditions and inherent quality of FRC element itself produce scatter of test results. The main sources of scatter can be classified into three groups [42]: the intrinsic scatter of the material, caused by random distribution and orientation of the fibers; the process of production of the samples; variations associated to the precision of the equipment and set-up used in the test. This variation becomes more pronounced when interpreting fatigue results, once the phenomenon itself is known for having considerable scatter [16], [43]. This characteristic leads to either the formulation of models that take into account logical basis for analyzing design uncertainties to ensure the adequate evaluation of failure probability [44]; or introduce high safety coefficients to assess the imprecision in fatigue prescriptions within construction codes [45].

Since cyclic load in cracked cross sections can be a governing design parameter, this must be investigated in terms of both applied fatigue load and respective number of cycles and of damage accumulation process since crack widths and loading bearing capacity evolution until failure are affected. Validation of the structural safety should consider values of crack opening correspondent to the expected fatigue life of the element during its service life [41].

The objective of this research is to perform a structural design oriented analysis on the behavior of pre-cracked HPFRC sections subjected to flexural fatigue loads. For this purpose, an extensive experimental program together with theoretical studies on the cyclic and static behavior were carried out. Results showed that the monotonic load-CMOD curves might be used as a deformation failure criterion for HPFRC under flexural fatigue loading. The conducted probabilistic approach allows predicting the fatigue strength of HPFRC cracked sections. This research contributes with a database containing representative flexural fatigue test results of HPFRC that can be used for generating specific models for fatigue consideration in structures to be introduced in future codes.

2. Literature review

Chanvillard et al. [39] investigated the three-point bending fatigue tests on an ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete (UHPFRC), the pre-crack width being 0.3 mm. Fatigue test was load-controlled, between 10% and 90% of the first crack load, which was approximately half of the ultimate flexural strength. Fatigue test was stopped at 1,200,000 cycles. No specimen failed under these conditions and little damage was observed. After fatigue testing, the specimens were subjected to static flexural load and there was no influence of preceding cyclic loading process on the ultimate strength of the specimens. An endurance limit at 1,000,000 cycles was estimated to be at about 54 % of the elastic limit strength.

Naaman and Hammoud [40] carried out an experimental program on fatigue of HPFRC. Three different target load ranges were applied: maximum load of 70%, 80%, 90% of the ultimate flexural capacity, and minimum load was kept constant of 10%. The ultimate flexural capacity was obtained from the corresponding static test made with control specimens. The beams were pre-cracked prior cyclic loading with two to three visible cracks. The relation
between maximum fatigue stress and number of cycles to failure suggested a fatigue endurance limit of 2,000,000 cycles of the order of 65% of ultimate load. The specimens that resisted the dynamic load were subjected to a static bending test up to failure. Results showed that preceding cyclic load may lead to an improvement in post-fatigue strength.

Germano et al. [9] studied the fatigue behavior of FRC on notched beams under three point bending test. It was adopted two volume fractions of fibers (0.5 and 1.0 %) and three fatigue load levels: load amplitude was kept constant (50%) and cyclic load varied between 15 – 65%, 25 – 75% and 35 – 85% of the maximum applied load. The pre-crack was done considering a drop of 5% of the referred beam peak load. Dynamic cycles were imposed until the CMOD reached the equivalent width of the static curve bound failure. After that, it was monotonically loaded. Results showed that the fatigue deformations at failure match the monotonic stress–strain curves and these, in consequence, can be used to express fatigue failure. Crack opening range and crack opening increment per cycle are the two parameters that govern the fatigue life.

González et al. [41] analyzed the residual tensile strength of steel fiber-reinforced concretes following cyclic flexural loading. Pre-crack was considered effective either if the applied load fell to 90% of the maximum load applied during the test or if vertical deflection of the specimen was over 0.125 mm. The maximum applied stress was 65% of its post-cracking flexural tensile strength, obtained in the earlier pre-cracking tests and the minimum applied stress was 5%. Weibull fitting was used to obtain the characteristic fatigue life, considered to be 2,260 cycles. Results showed that cyclic loads cause a progressive reduction in the stiffness of the specimens. The reduction is attributable to the cracking in the fiber-matrix interface, causing a reduction of fiber–concrete bond, which results in a reduction of the residual strength.

The limited studies on flexural fatigue on pre-cracked concrete reveals that a broader understanding of the overall behavior is necessary. Applying percentages of actual resisted load of each specimen instead of using mean results from flexural test, can help reducing the scatter, providing concise information. Wider ranges of applied cyclic load, controlled pre-crack widths, tests up to 2,000,000 cycles, post-fatigue behavior and probabilistic approach should be taken into consideration aiming at generating design-oriented constitutive models.

3. Experimental program

An experimental investigation was carried out on the post-cracking flexural fatigue behavior of high performance concrete reinforced with steel microfibers. It was characterized the cyclic behavior and the fatigue life of the material. It was evaluated properties in static conditions and the results compared with dynamic loads in order to detect if the variations observed in the fatigue tests could be identified in the static behavior.

3.1. Mix design, casting and curing procedures

HPFRC specimens were cast with Portland cement CEM I-52R, a rounded shape fine siliceous aggregate and a polycarboxylate based superplasticizer. It was utilized an ultrafine calcium carbonate and a water-based amorphous nanosilica (nano-SiO2) dispersion to achieve optimum packing, flowability and lower porosity. The effective water/cement ratio was 0.20. Table 2 shows the concrete mix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mix proportion (kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cement content</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silica sand (0.3 – 0.7 mm)</td>
<td>1,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium carbonate</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The steel microfiber used in HPFRC had length ($L_f$) of 13 mm and diameter ($\Phi_f$) of 0.16 mm, leading to an aspect ratio ($L_f/\Phi_f$) of 82; the tensile strength and the elastic modulus were 3,000 MPa and 200 GPa, respectively. The volume fraction of microfibers corresponds to, approximately, 2.0% (150 kg of fibers per m$^3$ of concrete). The mixture was chosen based on previous tests and responds to applications with high structural responsibility, mainly oriented to precast concrete elements for wind towers and rail-track sleepers.

Seven cylinders ($\Phi_{cyl} = 100$ mm; $h_{cyl} = 200$ mm) were cast for compressive strength and elastic modulus tests. Twenty-four beams ($75 \times 75 \times 275$ mm$^3$) were prepared for static flexural strength and fatigue tests. The beam size was chosen pondering a reduction of material and ease of handling. After casting, the specimens were left to cure at room temperature for 24 hours, covered with a thin plastic sheet; then, demolded and stored in a humid chamber (approximately 20 °C, 95% – 100% relative humidity) until the day of the test. Beam specimens were notched at midspan. Static tests were performed at 28 days. Fatigue tests were performed between 30 to 120 days after cast. The flexural strength evolution in time for materials with low water/cement ratio is considered negligible within this timeframe [35].

3.2. Experimental procedures

3.2.1. Control tests

Four cylinders were tested under compressive strength tests in accordance to Standard UNE-EN 12390-3:2009. Three cylinders were tested under elastic modulus following the UNE-EN 12390-13:2014. Both tests were performed in a universal compression testing machine IBERTEST MEH-3000 with maximum load capacity of 3,000 kN.

Static monotonic three-point bending test (3PBT) were carried out on three notched beams following the procedures of Standard UNE-EN 14651:2007 in an INSTRON hydraulic servo-controlled testing machine with MTS control. The capacity of the machine is 200 kN for static tests and 100 kN for dynamic tests. The crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) was measured through a clip gauge placed on the notch at midspan. Figure 1 shows the test set-up.

![Figure 1 – Three-point bending test set-up in 75 x 75 x 275 mm beam](image-url)

3.2.2. Dynamic tests

Twenty-one beams were tested under fatigue loading. Dynamic tests adopted the same configuration of the static 3PBT. Fatigue tests were load-controlled with the purpose of monitoring the crack opening in the beam and its fatigue life. As an attempt to reduce the scatter,
it was performed a method of individual fatigue life evaluation of each beam. This experimental procedure also allowed to determine the contribution of the fibers in a cracked cross section.

First, a constant deformation rate (0.05 mm/min) was imposed up to a CMOD of 0.5 mm (considered as service limit value according to fib Model Code 2010 [16]); therefore, the fatigue assessment would consider the fiber strength and the fiber-matrix interface within a pre-cracked cross section. Then, to each specimen, the corresponding load to a crack opening of 0.5 mm ($f_{R1}$) was obtained in the first loading stage and set as maximum load ($P_{0.5\text{mm}}$). Once $P_{0.5\text{mm}}$ is known, percentages of $P_{0.5\text{mm}}$ were chosen as cycle’s upper limit of applied load ($P_{\text{upp}}$) being 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90 and 1 (S). The lower load ($P_{\text{low}}$) was determined as a function of the load amplitude which was kept constant ($R = P_{\text{low}}/P_{\text{upp}} = 0.3$). The cyclic load follows a sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 6 Hz. The test was registered in terms of a complete cycle at each predetermined time interval. Parameters were chosen based on previous studies and on the literature [23], [29], [35], [46], [47].

Specimens that reached 2,000,000 cycles, defined as endurance limit [31] (or in one case 1,000,000), were, then, tested monotonically (deformation rate of 0.2 mm/min) until its complete failure (CMOD > 4.0 mm). It was verified the maximum flexural load after the applied fatigue cycles ($P_{\text{res, cyc}}$). These specimens are named “run-out”.

Fatigue life of HPFRC was evaluated in terms of total number of cycles until rupture of specimen (N) for each S. The progressive fatigue failure process and the evolution of cracks were recorded, as well as the crack opening at the upper load of first cycle (CMOD$_1$), the crack opening of the last registered cycle (CMOD$_f$) and the crack opening range ($\Delta$CMOD = CMOD$_f$ – CMOD$_i$). Figure 2 illustrates the loading pattern.

The adopted criterion of incrementing the individual load was an approach to observe the tendency in a S-N relationship. This criterion also evaluates each fatigue response whilst considering a homogeneous loading criterion for all tested beams and, therefore, reducing the scatter sources. For the analysis, all specimens were included. This decision was made on the fact that specimens were pre-crack and the $P_{\text{upp}}$ was an individual representation of each case. Omitting “run-out” specimens would underestimate the real number of cycles up to failure.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Mechanical characterization

Average compressive strength and elastic modulus of HPRFC were 105.7 MPa (CV = 1.9%) and 44.0 GPa (CV = 1.8%), respectively. Figure 3 shows the results from the flexural bending tests. It is presented the values of the mean residual flexural strengths ($f_{R1}$, $f_{R2}$, $f_{R3}$, $f_{R4}$, corresponding to CMOD values of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 3.5 mm, respectively) and the respective coefficient of variation (CV%), according to Standard EN 14651:2005. The mean
limit of proportionality (f_{Lop}) was 19.65 MPa (CV = 5.8%) and the maximum mean post-crack strength (MOR) was 29.62 MPa (CV = 5.1%) at CMOD of 0.576 mm. The MOR value represents an increment of about 50% of the f_{Lop} value, showing that HPFRC has high ductility under flexure.

![Figure 3 – Mean results from bending test on specimens and their respective coefficient of variability](image)

The performance presented by HPFRC reveals a strain-hardening behavior with high energy absorption capacity. After the first discontinuity of the static flexural strength curve, corresponding to the matrix crack, the fibers are activated and the strength increases, surpassing the cracking load. Additionally, several load drops can be identified on each curve. These represent fiber pull-out

4.2. Fatigue test

Table 3 summarizes the results of fatigue test on pre-cracked HPFRC specimen under bending. There were relevant differences when comparing numbers of cycle to failure of a series (same percentage of applied load). For S of 0.70, the difference of number of cycles to failure varied from 137,230 cycles to 2,000,000 cycles (run-out), and for S of 0.80, N varied from 238 to 32,569 cycles. This variation suggests that the fatigue life on pre-cracked specimens is a result of probabilistic difference in fiber orientation and distribution and a reflection of the fatigue scatter itself.

Table 3 – Results from fatigue tests on tested HPFRC specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S (%P_{0.5mm})</th>
<th>P_{0.5mm} (kN)</th>
<th>Cycles (N)</th>
<th>CMOD_i (mm)</th>
<th>CMOD_f (mm)</th>
<th>ΔCMOD (mm)</th>
<th>P_{res,cycl} (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>2,000,000+</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>22.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>17.71</td>
<td>2,000,000+</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>18.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>2,000,000+</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>17.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>137,230</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>1,000,000+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>16.33</td>
<td>1,581,049</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>1.804</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>2,000,000+</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>13.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>18.23</td>
<td>3,888</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>1.699</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>4,821</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>2.723</td>
<td>2.306</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>25,821</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>1.194</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>5.607</td>
<td>5.158</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>3.632</td>
<td>3.171</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>1,103</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>32,569</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>5.398</td>
<td>4.967</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.1. Cyclic creep curves

Deformation evolution at the upper load level plotted as a function of the number of cycles is known as cyclic creep curve [27]. These curves can be classified into three stages, representing three phases of cracking. Phase I involves a large increase of deformation caused by preexisting microcracks. The secondary branch, or phase II, is characterized by a stable linear ascent and the slope denotes the crack increment per cycle (dCMOD/dn). Phase III is represented by the rapidly expand of the deformations at the end of the semi-stabilized curve until failure [43]. Figure 4 shows the average cyclic creep curves for each load level, in terms of normalized cycles (the ratio between the actual number of cycle \( n \) and the number of cycles to failure \( N \)) versus the maximum CMOD (CMOD\(_{upp}\)) of each cycle. Since all specimens were pre-cracked, only phase II and phase III can be observed. Although the cyclic creep curve for \( S = 0.65 \) is shown, all specimens reached 2,000,000 cycles and did not fail.

The evolution of CMOD is dependent on the applied load level: as the load level increases, the slope of the crack increment per cycle becomes steeper and the crack opening displacement grows as well. Considering the mean fatigue life for each \( S \) (1,179,570 cycles (\( S = 0.70 \)); 11,510 cycles (\( S = 0.75 \)); 8,583 cycles (\( S = 0.80 \)); 335 cycles (\( S = 0.85 \)); 100 cycles (\( S = 0.90 \)); 49 cycles (\( S = 1 \)), the slope of phase II becomes steeper with smaller fatigue life. This relation suggests that the dCMOD/dn appears to be correlated to the \( N \). Lowering the secondary crack increment rate, the fatigue life increases.

![Figure 4 – Average cyclic creep curve for each load level](image)

Figure 4 shows a comparison between \( \Delta \text{CMOD} \) and number of cycles to failure, highlighting the respective load level. Higher load levels show greater upper crack opening at the last cycle (CMOD\(_{f} \)) and consequently crack opening range (\( \Delta \text{CMOD} \)), than lower load cycles.
At higher $S$, the bend at phase III (Figure 4) displays smoother shape. Also, the failure occurs at higher $\text{CMOD}_{\text{upp}}$. This suggests that lower load levels seem to produce a more brittle failure. This behavior was observed in fiber reinforced concrete in flexure by [48]–[51] and in UHPFRC by [35]. Higher $S$ may failure through a continuous pull-out of the fibers, generating the ductile profile. Smaller load level can be responsible for the progressive weakening of the fiber-matrix interface through micro-cracks.

### 4.2.2. Failure point under cyclic loading

The concept of envelope curve provides a bound for the load and the crack opening values, establishing a failure criterion [12], [21], [27], [46]. The envelope curve is generally approximated by the monotonic loading curve and it is schematically represented in Figure 6 – Schematic representation of envelope curve in terms of applied load and CMOD. Although most authors agree that the envelope curve concept is applicable for concrete subject to fatigue in compression, there is no agreement for fatigue in flexure or tension.

Throughout the fatigue loading test, the specimens could no longer reach the imposed load ($P_{\text{upp}}$), but the test did not stop until complete failure. This fact could have occurred because of the combined effect of high amount of fibers and the high frequency of the cycles. In order to associate the fatigue loading bearing capacity with the envelope curve, it was adopted as “fatigue limit of failure” a 2% loss of the reached load in a cycle when compared to $P_{\text{upp}}$. Figure 7 exhibits the normalized load, taking as reference $P_{0.5\text{mm}}$, vs the point where this loss is first detected ($\text{CMOD}_2$) for each tested beam and a comparison to the static curve. It was also plotted a complete cyclic test of the specimen subjected to $S$ of 1 and fatigue life of 49 cycles to illustrate the gradual loss of stiffness. The mean relative vertical distance between the fatigue limit of failure points and the static curve for each $S$ is emphasized.
The frequency that the fatigue-data of a test was registered was set considering the expected fatigue life of each specimen, due to data storage limitations. For this reason, the point where the specimens tested at $S$ of 0.70 and 0.75 start to lose stiffness were estimated considering the trend observed in the graph with sufficient precision that the imposed load ($P_{upp}$) would be achieved.

Good agreement was found between the bearing capacity of specimens and the static curve, taking into account the typical dispersion. This shows that the envelope curve for the HPFRC can be approximated to the static monotonic curve. Considering the subsequent behavior, the continuous loss of stiffness in terms of evolution of CMOD, for the majority of the cases studied, seemed to proportionally respect the static curve.

Figure 8 illustrates a comparison between the cyclic creep curve and the correspondent CMOD vs load curve of the specimen subjected to $S$ of 0.90 and fatigue life of 129 cycles. Figure 8(b) shows the CMOD$_{upp}$ vs load with switched axis to facilitate the interpretation of results.

Initially, the dCMOD/dn (slope of the CMOD-n relationship) is nearly constant and corresponds to the crack opening displacement ratio before reaching the envelope curve (CMOD$_e$, point highlighted in the CMOD$_{upp}$-load curve). The dynamic cycles induce progressive damage in the cross section, causing growth of the CMOD and loss of load bearing capacity. Once the load reaches the envelope curve, the damage process is accelerated until
failure (CMOD$_f$). The load at failure is proportionally higher than the applied initial load regarding the distribution of the section

The envelope curve also suggests that the CMOD$_e$ depends predominantly on the upper load level (P$_{upp}$). The lower load level (P$_{low}$) dictates the amplitude (P$_{upp}$ - P$_{low}$), which is strongly related to the number of cycles to failure. Higher amplitude indicates a higher increment per cycle resulting in a smaller number of cycles to failure [9], [52]. According to the results, the monotonic load-CMOD curves might be used as a deformation failure criterion for HPFRC under flexural fatigue loading. For a given P$_{upp}$ and constant amplitude loading, the CMOD$_e$ can be predicted.

4.2.3. Fatigue life

The most common way to evaluate the fatigue behavior of concrete is the number of load cycle to failure. The results are shown by plotting the relative load level (S) versus the logarithm of the number of cycles to failure (N). This curve is known as S–N curve, or Wöhler curve and from that, it can be obtained the fatigue strength. Figure 9 shows the number of cycles to failure to each tested beam and the respective regression coefficient of determination ($R^2$).

$$S = 0.9801 - 0.0504 \log(N)$$

(1)

It is still not clear if concrete presents a fatigue limit, but it generally defined as maximum flexural fatigue load at which the beam can withstand 2,000,000 cycles of nonreversed fatigue loading [31], [34], [40]. Through the presented regression, HPFRC pre-cracked specimens seem to exhibit a fatigue endurance limit of 2,000,000 cycle of the order of 0.66 of P$_{0.5mm}$.

4.2.4. Post-fatigue behavior

The specimens that resisted the 2,000,000 cycles were monotonically tested to find the post-fatigue residual strength, respecting the same configurations of the flexural test. Considering the results presented in Table 3, Figure 10 shows the pre-crack loading, the first and the last cycle of the fatigue test, and the post-fatigue load for the four specimens that reached 2,000,000 cycles.
Observing the overall behavior of the specimens, as cycles induce damage, they affect the crack opening, conducting to a displacement of the post-fatigue curve. However, the induced damage does not seem to affect the post-fatigue load bearing capacity, as the post-fatigue curve tends to follow the shape expected for a static loading. In most of the cases, the maximum load of the post-fatigue peak ($P_{\text{res, cycl}}$) was higher than $P_{0.5mm}$: the average value of $P_{\text{res, cycl}}$ was around 4% higher than $P_{0.5mm}$. According to other studies [32], [39], [40], [53], when FRC is subjected to a fatigue loading below the endurance limit value, there is an increase in the potential flexural strength.

It seems to have a correlation between the load at $P_{0.5mm}$, CMOD, and, consequently, $\Delta$CMOD. Figure 10 (a), (b) and (c) shows samples subject to the same load level (0.65). Specimens with higher strength ($P_{0.5mm}$) show smaller crack opening range ($\Delta$CMOD). The beam subjected to S of 0.70 (Figure 10 (d)) appears to follow this assumption.

After the failure, the cross section of specimens subjected to different S were examined with 80-times magnifying glass (Figure 11). In all cases, steel microfiber did not break (Figure 11(b)). It suggests that fatigue failure of HPFRC occurs through a continuous fiber pull-out (Figure 11(c)) rather than a fatigue failure of the fibers due to their high-strength (3,000 N/mm²). Therefore, the fatigue failure is attributable to damage at the matrix-fiber contact interface that progressively reduces the anchorage capacity.
4.3. Probabilistic approach

Fatigue test data are normally presented as S–N curves. The need of guaranteeing the target structural reliability level fixed when considering the limit state safety format [54] in a substantial scatter system, requires a probabilistic approach to ensure a consistent prediction of fatigue life [55].

To estimate the probability of fatigue failure ($P_f$) of the studied HPFRC, two different approaches were adopted. Frequently, the logarithmic-normal (lognormal) distribution function is employed because of the mathematical convenience. However, the hazard function of the lognormal distribution decreases with increasing life [56]. This violates the physical phenomenon of progressive deterioration of materials resulting from the fatigue process. Because of it, the Weibull distribution is utilized for the statistical description of fatigue data. The other approach used to describe the S–N–$P_f$ relationship is by the mathematical model proposed by McCall [57] and slightly modified by Singh et al. [36]. The McCall model was used successfully to predict the fatigue life of various types of concretes [28], [38], [55], [57], [58]. Lastly, the Wöhler curve is compared with the Weibull distribution and the McCall model.

4.3.1. Weibull distribution

The cumulative distribution function (C.D.F.) $F_N(n)$ for the Weibull probability law may be expressed according to Eq. (2).

$$F_N(n) = 1 - \exp \left[ \left( \frac{n}{\alpha} \right)^\alpha \right]$$

in which $n$ is the specific value of the random variable $N$; $\alpha$ is shape parameter or Weibull slope; and $u$ is the scale parameter or characteristic life.

First, a graphical method was employed to verify if the fatigue-life data of HPFRC can be modeled by the two-parameter Weibull distribution. Subsequently, three different methods were used to estimate the parameters of the distribution, $\alpha$ and $u$. These methods are the graphical method, method of moments and method of maximum likelihood.

**Graphical method of analysis**

Eq. (3) express the survivorship function $L_N(n)$ of the two-parameter Weibull distribution [44], [59], [60].

$$L_N(n) = \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{n}{u} \right)^\alpha \right]$$

Figure 11 – Steel microfibers in the cementitious matrix: (a) cross section of failure; (b) fiber profile; (c) identification of cavities of fiber pull-out
Taking the logarithm twice on both sides of Eq. (3), gives Eq. (4).

\[
\ln \left[ \ln \left( \frac{1}{L_N} \right) \right] = \alpha \ln(n) - \alpha \ln(u)
\]

(4)

Eq. (4) represents a linear relationship between \( \ln[\ln(1/LN)] \) and \( \ln(N) \). To obtain a graph from Eq. (4), the fatigue-life data corresponding to each load level \( S \) was arranged in ascending order of cycles to failure. The empirical survivorship function \( L_N \) for each fatigue-life data is obtained from Eq. (5).

\[
L_N = 1 - \frac{i}{k+1}
\]

(5)

where \( i \) denotes the failure order number and \( k \) represents the number of data points.

There was a large variability in the fatigue-life data at the studied load levels and no definite trend was observed, indicating that the load levels selected for testing were probably too close together [61]. This inconvenience was mitigated by using the average value of the load levels 0.75 and 0.80 (0.779) and 0.90 and 1 (0.925). Figure 12 shows the plotted relationship. The approximate straight-line plot indicates that the two-parameter Weibull distribution is a reasonable assumption for the statistical distribution of fatigue life of HPFRC. The parameters \( \alpha \) and \( u \) for the load levels were estimated from the regression analysis. Results are presented in Table 4.

![Graph showing the relationship between \( \ln[\ln(1/LN)] \) and \( \ln(N) \) for different load levels.](image)

**Figure 12 – Determination of coefficients of the fatigue equation**

**Parameters from method of moments**

The estimation of parameters of the Weibull distribution by the method of moments requires sample moments, such as sample mean and sample variance. Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) were used to obtain the parameters \( \alpha \) and \( u \), respectively. Detailed calculations can be found in [44], [61].

\[
\alpha = (CV)^{-1.08}
\]

(6)

\[
u = \frac{\mu}{\Gamma(\frac{1}{\alpha} + 1)}
\]

(7)

where \( \mu \) is the sample mean of the fatigue-life data at a given load level; \( CV \) (\( = \sigma/\mu \), \( \sigma \) is standard deviation of sample) is the coefficient of variation of the data. Results are presented in Table 4.
The probability density function of the Weibull distribution is given by Eq. (8).

\[ f(n) = \frac{\alpha}{\theta} n^{\alpha-1} \exp \left[ -\frac{n^\alpha}{\theta} \right] \]  

where \( \theta = u^\alpha \). Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) express the maximum likelihood equations [44], [59], [60].

\[ \theta^* = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} n_i^\alpha \]  

\[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (n_i^\alpha \ln n_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} (n_i^\alpha)} - \frac{1}{\alpha^*} = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \ln n_i \]  

where \( \alpha^* \) and \( \theta^* \) are the maximum likelihood estimates of \( \alpha \) and \( \theta \), respectively. The parameter \( \alpha \) was obtained from Eq. (10) by an iterative procedure. The values of \( \alpha \) and \( u \) are shown in Table 4. The differences obtained within the preceding calculations may be due to the relatively few number of samples tested at each S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load level S</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Graphical method</th>
<th>Method of moments</th>
<th>Maximum likelihood estimate</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>2.2209</td>
<td>3.3237</td>
<td>4.4104</td>
<td>3.3186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>1,779,624.93</td>
<td>1,701,716.77</td>
<td>1,683,053.13</td>
<td>1,721,473.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0.4816</td>
<td>0.7117</td>
<td>0.6329</td>
<td>0.6088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>7,830.17</td>
<td>7,893.60</td>
<td>7,010.31</td>
<td>7,578.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>1.5144</td>
<td>2.5327</td>
<td>3.4926</td>
<td>2.5139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>412.21</td>
<td>377.06</td>
<td>374.27</td>
<td>387.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>2.054</td>
<td>2.8723</td>
<td>3.3978</td>
<td>2.7751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( u )</td>
<td>102.27</td>
<td>97.61</td>
<td>97.07</td>
<td>98.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goodness-of-fit test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied as goodness-of-fit to the fatigue-life data at each load level. It is given by Eq. (11).

\[ D_n = \max |F^*(x_i) - F_N(x_i)| \]  

in which \( F^*(x_i) = \frac{i}{k} \) is the observed cumulative histogram and \( F_N(x_i) \) is the hypothesized cumulative distribution function given by Eq. (2). The critical value \( D_c \) is taken from the Kolmogorov–Smirnov table for a 5% significance level. As \( D_c > D_n \) (Table 5), the present model is accepted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load level</th>
<th>( D_n )</th>
<th>Critical value ( D_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.1983</td>
<td>0.7076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.3269</td>
<td>0.4834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.2239</td>
<td>0.7076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.2608</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Flexural fatigue performance of HPFRC

Load level 0.779 revealed $\alpha < 1.0$ (Table 4), which leads to a decreasing hazard function with number of cycles. Although the graphical method as well as the goodness-of-fit test show that the Weibull distribution is a valid model in this situation, it violates the expected fatigue behavior. For this reason, the value of $\alpha = 1.0$ can assumed [61] and the value of $u$ recalculated to $9.837,29$. Figure 13 shows the HPFRC C.D.F. curve vs the cycles.

Since the flexural fatigue-life data of HPFRC shows to follow the two-parameter Weibull distribution at different load levels, it can be used to calculate the fatigue lives corresponding to different failure probabilities $P_f$. Substituting $LN = 1 – P_f$ and rearranging Eq. (4) gives Eq. (12).

$$\ln N = \left[ \ln \left( \frac{1}{1 – P_f} \right) \right] + \alpha \ln u \tag{12}$$

Using the mean values of the parameters of the Weibull distribution, Eq. (12) express the fatigue life $N$ for a particular $P_f$. Figure 14 shows the fatigue life with a corresponding failure probability of 5%, 50% and 95%.

4.3.2. Mathematical method: McCall model

The McCall model [57] is based on a nonlinear relationship between $S$ and logarithm of $N$ given by Eq. (13).
\[ L = 10^{-a(S)b(\log N)c} \]  

\text{(13)}

in which \( L = 1 - P_f \) is the survival probability; \( a, b \) and \( c \) are the experimental constants explained elsewhere [36].

The experimental data was ranked in an increasing order \((i)\) of cycle to failure at each load level. The probability of failure \((P_f)\) is calculated by dividing \(i\) by \((1 + n_s)\), where \(n_s\) equals the total number of specimens tested at each \(S\). Since all series of different \(S\) need to comprise the same number of specimens, Grubbs' test for outliers was used to discard additional samples. Specimens that survived 2,000,000 cycles were included in the analysis because generated logical \(S–N\) regression curves. The calculated values of probability of failure are shown in Table 6. The ratio \(i / (1 + n_s)\) is accepted to give best estimate of \(P_f\) [36], [55].

Table 6 – Fatigue-life data for HPFRC according to load level \(S\) and the respective probability of failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>Load level (S)</th>
<th>(P_f = i / (1 + n_s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,581,049</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A multiple linear regression analysis was performed in order to fit the experimental data with the analytical model, resulting in Eq. (14).

\[ L = 10^{-1.03 \times 10^{-2}(S) 40.25(\log N) 10.56} \]  

\text{(14)}

The \(S–N–P_f\) curves for different values of \(P_f\) are shown in Figure 15 and compared to the experimental data. Almost all of the experimental points fall between the curves for \(P_f = 5\%\) and \(95\%\).

Figure 15 – \(S–N\) curves considering various probabilities of failure

4.3.3. Comparison between probabilistic methods

To compare the investigates methods, the Wöhler curve considered the average values of \(N\), which corresponds to a 50\% of fatigue life survival [55]. Similarly, both probabilistic approaches were calculated to a probability of failure of 50\%. Figure 16 shows the \(S–N–P_f\) curves of Weibull distribution, McCall model, Wöhler curve and experimental data points and the respective calculated \(R^2\).
Through the presented values of $R^2$, the McCall model gives better prediction, followed by the curve given by the Weibull distribution. Even though the scope of this research presents low number of results for each load level, the mathematical method predicts reasonably well the flexural fatigue life of pre-cracked HPFRC for a desired probability of failure.

5. Concluding remarks

Post-cracking fatigue flexural strength of concrete subjected to flexural loading is an important design concern. Both experimental and theoretical studies were conducted on the flexural fatigue behavior of pre-cracked HPFRC specimens. The experimental program was carried out on monotonic and cyclic three-point bending notched beam tests. Seven load levels were applied with a constant amplitude ratio. The probabilistic approach has proven to be suitable to predict the fatigue of concrete. The main findings of this research are outlined below.

- The high variation between number of cycles to failure for each load level suggests that the fatigue life on pre-cracked specimens is a result of probabilistic difference in fiber orientation and distribution and a reflection of the fatigue scatter itself;
- Applied load level plays an important role on the CMOD development through cycles and the equivalent CMOD at failure. As the load level increases, the slope of the crack increment per cycle becomes steeper and the crack opening displacement grows as well. At higher $S$, the bend at phase III displays smoother shape and the failure occurs at higher CMOD$_{\text{app}}$. This suggests that lower load levels can cause a reduction of the ductility. Higher $S$ may lead to failure through a continuous pull-out of the fibers, this generating a more ductile response. Smaller load level can be responsible for the progressive weakening of the fiber-matrix interface through micro-cracks;
- Good agreement was found between the bearing capacity of specimens and the envelope curve. This result suggests that the monotonic load-CMOD curve might be used as failure criterion for HPFRC under flexural fatigue loading, at least for the adopted load levels ($S = 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 1$) and frequency (6 Hz);
- The $S$–$N$ curve obtained allows affirming that HPFRC pre-cracked specimens have a fatigue endurance limit of $2,000,000$ cycle of the order of $66\%$ of $P_{0.5\text{mm}}$;
- Monotonic tests done on run-out specimens showed that the cyclic loads seem to act on the crack opening width, but not on the post-fatigue load capacity, regardless load level. In fact, in most of the cases, the maximum load of the post-fatigue peak was around $4\%$ higher than $P_{0.5\text{mm}}$. Such behavior confirms that the fatigue was done under the endurance;
Looking into the cross section of specimens, it suggests that fatigue failure occurs due to damage at the matrix-fiber contact interface that progressively reduces the anchorage capacity. No damage on the steel microfiber was observed;

The McCall mathematical method predicts reasonably well the flexural fatigue strength of pre-cracked HPFRC for a desired probability of failure.

The results obtained in this investigation are based on the small sized specimens. The high amount of fibers used in the investigated concrete responds to applications with relevant structural responsibility. For this reason, other studies considering variable and reversible loading patterns and scale effects should be carried out in order to ensure reliability for predictive capabilities with regard to structural applications.
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